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After Forcing The CDC To Release V-SAFE Data, Excessive COVID Vaccine Injuries Are Made Public!

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In September 2022, The Epoch Times asked the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to

release its Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR) data mining results. PRR  measures how common an

adverse event is for a speciHc drug compared to all the other drugs in the database.

According to the standard operating procedures  for the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System

(VAERS), which is run jointly by the CDC and the Food and Drug Administration, the CDC is required

to perform these data mining analyses.

Not only did the CDC refuse to release the data, but it also provided false information — twice — in

response to The Epoch Times' questions about the monitoring being performed. As reported by The

Epoch Times back in September 2022,  the CDC initially claimed PRR analyses were "outside the

agency's purview" and that no monitoring was being done by them.

Eventually, the agency admitted it was doing PRRs, starting in February 2021, only to later claim

they didn't perform any PRRs until March 2022. The Epoch Times also cited several papers in which

the FDA and/or CDC claimed their data mining efforts had come up empty handed.  Now, we Hnd

that was all a pack of lies.

CDC Monitoring Reveals Hundreds of Safety Signals

In reality, the CDC's PRR monitoring reveals HUNDREDS of safety signals, including Bell's palsy,

blood clots, pulmonary embolism and death — all of which, according to the rules, require thorough

investigation to either conHrm or rule out a possible link to the shots. As reported by The Epoch

Times in early January 2023:

"The CDC analysis was conducted on adverse events reported from Dec. 14, 2020, to July

29, 2022. The Epoch Times obtained the results through a Freedom of Information Act

request after the CDC refused to make the results public …

PRR involves comparing the incidence of a speciLc adverse event after a speciLc vaccine

to the incidence after all other vaccines. A signal is triggered when three thresholds are

met, according to the CDC: a PRR of at least 2, a chi-squared statistic of at least 4, and

three or more cases of the event following receipt of the vaccine being analyzed. Chi-

squared tests are a form of statistical analysis used to examine data.

The results obtained by The Epoch Times show that there are hundreds of adverse events

(AEs) that meet the deLnition, including serious conditions such as blood clotting in the

lungs, intermenstrual bleeding, a lack of oxygen to the heart, and even death. The high

numbers, particularly the chi-squared Lgures, concerned experts.

For many of the events, 'the chi-squared is so high that, from a Bayesian perspective, the

probability that the true rate of the AE of the COVID vaccines is not higher than that of the

non-COVID vaccines is essentially zero,' Norman Fenton, a professor of risk management at

Queen Mary University of London, told The Epoch Times in an email after running the

numbers through a Bayesian model that provides probabilities based on available

information."

Myopericarditis Is Far From the Only Problem

One of the few side effects of the COVID jabs that the CDC has actually acknowledged is

myocarditis (heart in[ammation), and a related condition called pericarditis (in[ammation of the

heart sack). Alas, the PRR monitoring results reveal there are more than 500 other adverse events

that have stronger warning signals than either of those conditions.

“ The proportions of reported deaths was 14% for
the COVID jabs compared to 4.7% for all other
vaccines.”

Josh Guetzkow, an Israeli professor trained in statistics at Princeton University told The Epoch

Times:

"We know that the signal for myocarditis is associated with something that is caused by

the mRNA vaccines, so it's more than reasonable to say that anything with a signal larger

than myocarditis/pericarditis should be taken seriously and investigated."

Guetzkow expanded on his commentary in a January 4, 2023, Substack article.  Below is a

summary list of some of the key Hndings from the CDC's PRR analysis. Guetzkow goes deeper in

his article, so for more details, I suggest reading it in its entirety.

For even more analyses and commentary, see Fenton's Substack article, "The CDC's Data on COVID

Vaccine Safety Signals."  If you want to investigate the PRR data for yourself, you can download

them from The Epoch Times' January 3, 2023, article.  You can also Hnd them here.

In individuals aged 18 and older, there are safety signals for 770 different adverse events, and

two-thirds of them (more than 500) have a stronger safety signal than myocarditis and

pericarditis. Of those 770 signals, 12 are brand-new conditions that have not been reported

following other vaccines.

Topping the list of safety signals are cardiovascular conditions, followed by neurological

conditions. In third and fourth place are thromboembolic conditions and pulmonary conditions.

Death is sixth on the list and cancer is 11th. Considering the uptick we've seen in aggressive

cancers, the fact that death tops cancer really says something.

The number of serious adverse events reported between mid-December 2020 and the end of

July 2022 (just over 19 months) for the COVID jabs is 5.5 times greater than all serious reports

for vaccines given to adults in the U.S. over the last 13 years (approximately 73,000 versus

13,000).

Twice as many COVID jab reports were classiHed as serious compared to all other vaccines

given to adults (11% vs. 5.5%), which meets the deHnition of a safety signal.

The proportions of reported deaths, which was only provided for the 18+ age group, was 14% for

the COVID jabs compared to 4.7% for all other vaccines. As noted by Fenton,  "If the CDC wish

[sic] to claim that the probability a COVID vaccine adverse event results in death is not

signiHcantly higher than that of other vaccines the onus is on them to come up with some other

causal explanation for this difference."

In the 12- to 17-year-old age group, there are 96 safety signals, including myocarditis,

pericarditis, Bell's Palsy, genital ulcerations, high blood pressure, menstrual irregularities,

cardiac valve incompetency, pulmonary embolism, cardiac arrhythmia, thrombosis, pericardial

and pleural effusion, appendicitis and perforated appendix, immune thrombocytopenia, chest

pain and increased troponin levels (indicative of heart damage).

In the 5- to 11-year-old group, there are 66 safety signals, including myocarditis, pericarditis,

ventricular dysfunction, cardiac valve incompetency, pericardial and pleural effusion, chest pain,

appendicitis and appendectomies, Kawasaki's disease, menstrual irregularities and vitiligo.

It's worth noting that the CDC didn't perform its Hrst safety signal analysis until March 25, 2022 —

15 months after the shots were rolled out. Why the long wait — especially since the CDC had

announced it would begin monitoring in early 2021? Just consider, for a moment, how many lives

have been lost because the CDC failed to properly monitor safety, and still drags its feet when it

comes to warning people about the risks involved.
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FDA Still Refuses to Share Safety Data

The FDA is also required to perform safety monitoring using another technique called Empirical

Bayesian data mining. The Epoch Times Hrst asked the FDA to release its monitoring results back

in July 2022,  but like the CDC, the FDA refused and insisted the data showed no evidence of

serious adverse effects. In other words, "Just trust us. We're experts."

According to the FDA, the only potential signal they'd found through April 16, 2021, was for raised

body temperature.  Then, in mid-December 2022 — just four months after The Epoch Times tried to

get these data — the FDA announced that pulmonary embolism (blood clots that block blood [ow in

the lungs) had met the threshold for a statistical signal, and continued to meet the criteria after in-

depth evaluation, but it was only linked to the PHzer jab.

As noted by The Epoch Times,  pulmonary embolism is also identiHed as a signal in the CDC's PRR

analysis for individuals as young as 12, which really ought to strengthen concerns.

The FDA also admitted it had already evaluated three other warning signals: lack of oxygen to the

heart, immune thrombocytopenia (a blood platelet disorder) and intravascular coagulation (a type

of blood clotting), but none of these continued to meet the threshold after analysis.

If the FDA was evaluating four warning signals, why did they tell The Epoch Times there was no

evidence of ill effects, and why did they claim the only potential signal they'd found was slight

fever? Are we to believe they discovered these signals after The Epoch Times asked for the

monitoring results and then completed four in-depth investigations in four months?

Whatever the truth, it's clear that both the CDC and FDA are not being transparent. Worse, they've

hidden data, knowing it could mean the difference between life and death for hundreds of

thousands of people.

CDC Has Ignored Clear 'Death' Signal

The CDC ignoring a clear signal for death is probably the most egregious example of its failures as

a public health institution. As early as July 2021, Matthew Crawford published a three-part

series  detailing how the CDC was hiding safety signals by using a [awed formula. In August

that year, Steve Kirsch informed the agency of these problems, but was ignored.

Then, in an October 3, 2022, article,  Kirsch went on to show how "death" should have triggered a

signal even when using the CDC's [awed formula (which is described in its VAERS standard

operating procedures manual ). Here's an excerpt:

"The formula the CDC uses for generating safety signals is fundamentally ^awed; a 'bad'

vaccine with lots of adverse events will 'mask' large numbers of important safety signals …

Let me summarize the key points for you in a nutshell: PRR [proportional reporting ratio] is

deLned on page 16 in the CDC document  as follows …

A 'safety signal' is deLned on page 16 in the CDC document as a PRR of at least 2, chi-

squared statistic of at least 4, and 3 or more cases of the AE [adverse event] following

receipt of the speciLc vaccine of interest. This is the famous 'and clause.' Here it is from

the document:

Only someone who is incompetent or is deliberately trying to make the vaccines look safe

would use the word 'and' in the deLnition of a safety signal.

Using 'and' means that if any one of the conditions isn't satisLed, no safety signal will be

generated. As noted below, the PRR will rarely trigger which virtually guarantees that most

events generated by an unsafe vaccine will never get ^agged.

The PRR value for the COVID vaccines will rarely exceed 1 because there are so many

adverse events from the COVID vaccine because it is so dangerous (i.e., B in the formula is

a huge number) so the numerator is always near zero. Hence, the 'safety signal' is rarely

triggered because the vaccine is so dangerous."

A Fictitious Example

Using a Hctitious vaccine as the example, Kirsch explained how an exceptionally dangerous vaccine

will [y under the radar and not get [agged, thanks to this [awed formula:

"Suppose we have the world's most dangerous vaccine that causes adverse events in

everyone who gets it and generates 25,000 different adverse events, and each adverse

event has 1,000 instances.

That means that the numerator is 1,000/25,000,000 which is just 40 events per million

reported events. Now let's look at actuals for something like deaths. For all other vaccines,

there are 6,200 deaths and 1 million adverse events total.

Since 40 per million is less than 6,200 deaths per million, we are not even close to

generating a safety signal for deaths from our hypothetical vaccine which killed 1,000

people in a year … The point is that a dangerous vaccine can look very 'safe' using the PRR

formula."

Calculating Death Signal for the COVID Jab

Next, Kirsch calculates the PRR for death for the COVID jab — using VAERS data and the CDC's

deHnitions and formula. As of December 31, 2019, there were 6,157 deaths and 918,717 adverse

events total for all vaccines other than the COVID shot. As of September 23, 2022, there were

31,214 deaths and 1.4 million adverse events total for the COVID jabs. Here's the formula as

explained by Kirsch:

"PRR = (31,214/1.4e6) / (6,157/918,717) = 3.32, which exceeds the required threshold of 2.

In other words, the COVID vaccine is so deadly that even with all the adverse events

generated by the vaccine, the death signal did not get drowned out!

But there is still the chi-square test. Chi-square test results were 18,549 for 'death,' which

greatly exceeds the required threshold of 4. The CDC chi-square test is clearly satisLed for

the COVID vaccine. Because the death signal is so huge, it even survived the PRR test.

This means that even using the CDCs own erroneous … formula, all three criteria were

satisLed:

1. PRR>2 [PRR greater than 2]: It was 3.32

2. Chi-square>2 [Chi-square greater than 2]: It was 18,549

3. 3 or more reports: There were over 31,214 death reports received by VAERS … which is

more than 3

A safety signal should have been generated but wasn't. Why not? … Hundreds of thousands

of American lives have been lost due to the inability of the CDC to deploy their own ^awed

safety signal analysis … It's been known since at least 2004 that using reporting odds ratio

(ROR) is a better estimate of relative risk than PRR.  I don't know why the CDC doesn't use

it."

The CDC is also hiding the severity of side effects in other ways. As explained by Fenton,  the way

side effects are categorized by the CDC help obfuscate the scale of certain problems. For example,

"cardiac failure acute," "cardiac failure," "infarction," "myocardial strain" and "myocardial Hbrosis" are

listed as separate categories, even though in real life they're all potential effects of myocarditis.

By separating them, you end up with fewer frequency counts per category, thereby giving you an

underpowered chi-square test so that a warning signal is not triggered. If related categories were

merged, far stronger safety signals would likely emerge.

CDC Has No Reasonable Defense

The CDC is responsible for monitoring both VAERS and V-Safe, and between these two databases,

there's no possible way they could ever say they didn't know the shots were harming and killing

millions of Americans.

The CDC also has access to other databases, including the Defense Medical Epidemiology

Database (DMED), which (before it was intentionally altered ) showed massive increases in

debilitating and lethal conditions, including a tripling of cancer cases.

The Hndings in these databases have never been brought forward during any of the CDC's Advisory

Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) meetings or the FDA's Vaccines and Related

Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) meetings, at which members have repeatedly
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CDC Aware of Hundreds of Safety Signals for COVID Jab
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

In September 2022, The Epoch Times asked the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to release its Proportional Reporting Ratio (PRR)

data mining results. The CDC refused. A Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request has now forced the release of these data, and they are stunning

$

The CDC’s PRR monitoring has identiHed several hundred safety signals, including for Bell’s palsy, blood clots, pulmonary embolism and death. In

individuals aged 18 and older, there are 770 safety signals for different adverse events, and more than 500 of them have a stronger safety signal than

myocarditis and pericarditis

$

In the 12- to 17-year-old age group there are 96 safety signals, and in the 5- to 11-year-old group there are 66, including myocarditis, pericarditis,

ventricular dysfunction, cardiac valve incompetency, pericardial and pleural effusion, chest pain, appendicitis and appendectomies, Kawasaki’s

disease and vitiligo

$

The proportions of deaths, which were only provided for the 18-plus age group, was 14% for the COVID jabs compared to 4.7% for all other vaccines$

The FDA is also required to perform safety monitoring, using empirical Bayesian data mining. The Epoch Times asked the FDA to release its

monitoring results in July 2022 but, like the CDC, the FDA refused, only to admit in December 2022 they’d conHrmed the PHzer shot was linked to

pulmonary embolism

$
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Biological Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) meetings, at which members have repeatedly

voted to authorize the jabs to people of all ages, including infants and pregnant women.

They even added these toxic shots to the childhood vaccine schedule — which allows states to

mandate them for school attendance — without addressing any of the 66 safety signals found in

the CDC's PRR analysis. The fact of the matter is that the CDC has known about these risks all

along, and there's no excuse for not sharing and acting on these data.

Help Spread the Word

Mainstream media are ignoring all of this, so help spread the word. Everyone needs to know what

the CDC's safety data reveal. To that end, here are a few suggestions for how you can help:

Write or call your members of Congress and ask them to investigate the CDC's safety

monitoring — We cannot have a public safety agency that is incapable of monitoring safety and

taking appropriate action when problems are found, be it correcting a [awed formula or

announcing that a safety signal has been detected. Of course, they must also publish their

Hndings once an investigation has been made.

Contact your local newspaper and urge them to investigate and report on the CDC's failure to

act on safety signals.

Share the data on social media and ask why no one in the media, Congress, academia or

medical community is investigating these matters.

Share this information with your doctor and members of the medical community.

Also share it with university administrators, and ask them to explain how and why, in light of

these data, they are still mandating COVID shots.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Humanity is facing a planned genocide, a war with biological weapons with deaths and serious damage against people who are

suffering and will suffer serious consequences due to the Spike protein, with loss of immunity, hyperin[ammation and DNA damage.

(UPDATED) EXCLUSIVE SUMMARY: COVID-19 VACCINE CONCERNS. DATED: JANUARY 13, 2023 BY SHARYL ATTKISSON A great

initiative to take a closer look at what BigPharma is hiding, the FDA and the CDC, about the true risks of the vaccine. Investigative

journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list on her website.

Some of the latest updates include cases of CNS demyelination, functional neurological disorder, decreased immunity, Bell's palsy,

antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE), appendicitis, diabetes, Graves' disease autoimmune disorder, Clarkson's disease, disorders

heart attacks, Guillain-Barre autoimmune palsy, Hepatitis C reactivation and death, Herpes zoster infection, lymphadenopathy,

Functional Neurological Disorder (FND), Graves disease and blood clots, etc., all derived from injections. The restrictions of biological

weapons in various countries and complaints from scientists and doctors are also analyzed.

For example, in the UK, some scientists scrutinized reports of adverse events and called on the Medicines and Healthcare Products

Regulatory Agency to suspend covid-19 vaccines as "unsafe for human use" due to reports of bleeding/clotting problems, pain,

immune system, neurological, vision/hearing/smell/speech loss and questions about the impact on pregnant women.

sharylattkisson.com/2023/01/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (01/13/2023)
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A new study in the Journal of Neurology examines potential links between PHzer and Moderna vaccines and acute

demyelination of the central nervous system (CNS), including multiple sclerosis (MS). Demyelinating diseases damage the

protective covering that surrounds nerve Hbers in the brain, optic nerves, and spinal cord, leading to neurological problems,

paresthesias, sphincter disturbance, and limb weakness." link.springer.com/.../s00415-021-10780-7  ELON MUSK SAYS HE

SUFFERED 'MAJOR SIDE EFFECTS' FROM BOOSTER SHOT, FELT LIKE HE WAS 'DYING FOR SEVERAL DAYS' — BUT HIS HEALTHY

COUSIN FARED WORSE Elon Musk admitted Friday night that he suffered "signiHcant side effects" after receiving his second

COVID booster shot, a shot he indicated was mandatory due to business travel.

This admission came after Rasmussen Reports published the results of a recent survey that reveal both the apparent

prevalence of vaccine side effects and the majority desire for a congressional investigation into how the CDC handled vaccine

safety. Rasmussen Reports published the results of a poll on January 20, indicating that 70% of Republicans, 48% of Democrats

and 54% of unatliated voters want a congressional investigation into the handling of security. of vaccines by the CDC during

the pandemic. Pollster Mark Mitchell stated that 12 million of those 72 million Americans experienced a major self-identiHed

side effect."
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The Republican-controlled Congress has authorized the creation of a new House Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus

Pandemic, which the Washington Examiner noted will have broad jurisdiction. While this subcommittee will probe the origins of

the virus, it will also reportedly investigate vaccine development, COVID-related school closures, and other issues pertaining to

the pandemic. It could possibly look into what the CDC knows about side effects of the vaccines. "There’s a lot of confusion out

there, there’s a lot of uncertainty out there, and I believe every American regardless of their political ideology would like to know

the truth,” said House Oversight and Accountability Committee Chairman James Comer (R., Ky.). ------

www.theblaze.com/news/elon-musk-admits-he-had-major-side-effects-from-..  (01/21/2022)
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Hadn't heard that Elon had had side effects from the vaxx (and someone in his family). Would explain some of his decisions

over the last year or more. Would like to know when he had those shots... If it was a while ago, why delay in declaring it? I've

always said that the only real chance of any action being taken against all this nonsense was when powerful people or their

families started getting injured, or worse
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* "Hence, the 'safety signal' is rarely triggered because the vaccine is so dangerous." Now consider this, ask any poor soul who

has suffered Vaxxx injury and attempted to engage compensation in the Vaccine Court System. A compensation system very

few know about or if they do, have to have their memory probed deeply, or directly suffered the insult of a possibly preventable

severe negative outcome due to the Old Vaxxx Standard. The Experimental Jab's hidden data is most likely further dampened by

combining previous data manipulation surrounding the standard Vaxxx's. What a deHnition of Vaccine's always had been.

The captured public health and safety institutions released Vaxxx's under a shield of safe and effective for the old standards so

what little sufferings of families may see the light of day are attacked as anti-vaxxers. Shielded from liability and shielded by a

Vaxxx Court System mostly out of sight, hard to even get a foot in the door. If one does nearly no one wins due to the

manipulated data claiming safety and effectiveness of Vaxxx's. Then, for the scant few who 'win,' Big Pharma is off the hook and

feels no pressure because the taxpayer pays the compensation, and the Legacy Media bangs the drum for Safe and Effective,

those with concerns or claiming injury are nut buckets, anti-vaxxxer's.

The Jab is off the charts for this behavior and manipulation, and is hard to see as a whoopsie, blunder. When all the principal

players are lined up and so many have a hand in or with WEF/Gates and depopulation agendas is all criminal as criminal can

get. There can be no Liability protection when so much has been known ahead of all this. The Legacy Media needs to stop

chattering about Conspiracy Theories and focus on the Conspiracy Facts. The Conspiracy Facts we can see should be enough.

If not, why not?
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To sum up and underscore what I'm attempting to say please (!) go to today's third free article on aluminum and the ties to

dementia and watch the clip whether you read the article or not. It's America's pediatrician, Del BigTree Aluminum Autism Link,

the last one in the article.
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Yes, vantheman88, Elon Musk said he felt like he was “dying” after his second COVID-19 booster shot. “I had major side effects

from my second booster shot,” the Twitter boss wrote in a social media post. “It felt like I was dying for days. Hopefully, there

won't be any permanent damage, but I don't know.” In addition, Musk also posted an online poll, garnering 2.42 million votes,

asking if "the World Economic Forum should control the world." 80% of the respondents said "NO". If Elon Musk promotes

freedom of expression compatible with his business project on Twitter, it is a hope to get more people to say NO to "vaccines".

A new Rasmussen Reports poll, released on January 2 and based on a representative sample of 1,000 US adults, shows that

nearly half of Americans believe that COVID-19 vaccines could potentially cause a “signiHcant number of unexplained deaths”.

While more than a quarter said they personally knew someone who died as a result of vaccination side effects.

biz.crast.net/elon-musk-reveals-major-side-effects-after-second-covid-..  (01/22/2023)

www.theepochtimes.com/elon-musk-reveals-major-side-effects-after-2nd-c..  (01/22/2023)
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Of course JUST, biological weapons are not only unsafe, they are also deadly, aluminum attacks the brain and biological

weapons attack the whole organism: URGENT/BREAKING: UPDATED SUMMATION: The Spike Protein of SARS-CoV-2 is

“Delivered” to All Organs via the Endothelium and Induces Systemic Nonsense mRNA Translations Resulting in

Hyperaccelerated Aging STAGE I Spike Protein Progeria Syndrome (SPPS) is an endothelial "reaction" to INVASION of the Spike

Protein INTO ALL MAJOR ORGANS. Think of this as the shock of being submerged in freezing water, or being bombarded with

Hre. There is INSTANT damage: in[ammation, coagulation and everything that accompanies an insult to the Endothelium.

However, once the Spike Protein has INVADED the Endothelium of all the major organs, it then PROCEEDS TO INDUCE

MISTRANSLATION OF mRNA IN EACH ORGAN. I will use BNT162b2 as an example, as it induces exclusive production of the S

Protein via mRNA what does this mean? It means, I believe, that STAGE II of SPPS is the PREMATURE AGING of all organs via

INDUCED MISTRANSLATIONS OF PROTEINS ESSENTIAL FOR THAT ORGAN'S FUNCTIONING.

wmcresearch.substack.com/p/urgentbreaking-updated-summation?utm_source..  (01/23/2023)
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Is it known which shot (company) Muski had ?
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Thanks Gui, there is just so much to take in and so much is just not good. Hard looks at so much shows the negatives outweigh

the positives. Any one is bad enough, but there is so much similar to bioweapon status if not outright bioweapon. We're being

hit from all sides. If not Medical MaHa Injury, then empty of nutrition toxic processed foods, or environmental toxins most if not

all ramping up chronic dis-eases, autoimmune dis-eases or infertility and gender disruptions. The depopulation agenda appears

to have many fronts and we only have one body to deal with it all.
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Might be why Musk bought Twitter, then, instead of just starting a Gab or Parler. If he's angry about the shots, buying Twitter to

get a hand on their Hles is 4D chess.   Surprising why someone like him would take the shots. Just to travel for business? ...
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Just, this is also another bioweapons drama: VACCINE-INJURED NEED SUPPORT AS NUMBER OF SUICIDES CLIMB: BRIANNE

DRESSEN . People injured by COVID-19 vaccines are in dire need of support from family and friends, says the head of a

nonproHt that aims to provide that support. People who experienced adverse events after vaccination have largely found that

medical professionals—especially early in the mass vaccination campaign—refuse to acknowledge the vaccines cause

problems, compounding their ditculties. U.S. Authorities have also consistently downplayed side effects, and have only worked

behind the scenes to try to guide medical care for the vaccine-injured rather than roll out public guidance for healthcare workers

to follow.

“After 18 months of suffering with extreme nerve damage and other chronic pain, I’m no longer going to continue to

deteriorate/suffer or risk winding up in a care home. This has simply caused too much body wide damage for me to continue. I

did not want to end my life but needed to end my suffering,” the man wrote in the note, which was reviewed by The Epoch Times.

www.theepochtimes.com/health/vaccine-injured-need-support-as-number-of..

 01-23&utm_medium=email&est=piXSz%2BRCxgMgscK%2FE9yltlqmIOq8JEEAXqKUFsPbSure4wlbCBrJoHulzETFHOA9

(01/21/2023)
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Keep in mind this information is only the tip of the iceberg as the CDC and its fellow genocidal maniacs always use the phrase

"The proportions of reported deaths,..." which admits they are only talking about those deaths and conditions that have been

REPORTED and ACCEPTED by the very murders who planned this global genocide! How many deaths and injuries are either not

reported to VAERS or not accepted as valid??? Knowing hos the government and its criminal allies think, the numbers are likely

to be an order of magnitude higher than what is being "reported"!
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Yes, VocoVeritas, also Project Veritas shed light on some of the reasons for such underreporting last year on “vaccine” damage

when they obtained undercover video from inside the Phoenix Indian Medical Center, a facility run by the Indian Health program.

HHS Service. The video featured several medical professionals admitting to seeing adverse reactions more often than the

mainstream media gave the impression. Additionally, a 2010 report submitted to the US Department of Health and Human

Services (HHS) Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) noted that VAERS detected "less than 1% of events adverse

effects of vaccines.

On the problem of underreporting, the VAERS website only offers that "more serious and unexpected medical events are more

likely to be reported than minor ones." www.lifesitenews.com/news/2022-reports-of-myocarditis-after-covid-shot..  ---- -

www.lifesitenews.com/news/watch-whistleblower-exposes-government-hospi..  .---- The V-Safe data is conclusive because it

demonstrates without a doubt that we are facing a planned genocide, A VACCINE HOLOCAUST, led by PHzer and Moderna and

the entire pharmaceutical maHa. PHzer and the CDC promised the nation that getting a Fauci [u shot would [atten the curve,

stop the spread, and end the pandemic.

They said that if 90 percent of the population received Covid-19 "vaccines," then that 90 percent would be safe from anti-vaxxers

who are a "global threat" living in denial and danger. The "GLOBAL THREAT" turned to be the vaccinators who are dying at an

increasing rate. TRIPLE-VAXXED accounts for 94 percent of all covid-19 deaths, revealing that the real 'global threat' is the Fauci

Flu vaccine and all those who got it, pushed it and still believe it works.

expose-news.com/2022/10/08/fact-check-antivaxxers-disgrace-must-be-def..
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VocoVeritas, exactly!!! As was pointed out early on here even at these systems best, they are clunky, inconvenient, time

consuming and cost money to engage along with the underreporting. This is just one more rigged system with other systems.
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Just another reason why the Jabbed are not our enemy. WEF casualty's meant to tie things up and eat resources hoping to pit

one against another?
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Hi, Gui. I haven't read the article yet; although, I need to bring something to people's attention..."U.S. Vice-President Kamala

Harris rallies against Republican push to roll back abortion rights" -- "“Our bill, the Women’s Health Protection Act, would protect

against unconstitutional laws like Mississippi’s 15-week abortion ban — ****laws that attack people’s freedom to make

decisions about their own bodies**** and which directly contradict decades of Supreme Court precedent." --- Where were our

"rights and freedoms" when we were told to "get vaccinated", or we would be Hred from our places of employment, wouldn't be

able to travel, etc.! Outrageous lies and ubiquitous evil is "The New Normal"!  ---

www.christianpost.com/voices/inhumane-maryland-bill-allows-killing-bab..  ---

www.liveaction.org/news/congress-bill-abortion-birth-eliminating-pro-l..   --- I will read the article now.
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Yes, Randy, rights and freedom of expression are totally repressed, only propaganda in favor of biological weapons and

censorship against real science works. We Hnd families torn apart by losing their job for not getting vaccinated. A few months

ago, a nurse denounced in a comment on Dr. Mercola's website being pressured to get vaccinated or being Hred. Recall that

New York's nationwide health care systems are suspending elective inpatient surgeries and refusing to accept ICU patients from

other hospitals as they prepare for potentially hundreds of layoffs of nurses and other critical staff , even doctors.

As of the end of September, 84% of New York's 450,000 hospital workers and 83% of nursing home workers, who number about

45,400, were still unvaccinated. In an effort to scare workers into compliance, New York Governor Kathy Hochul has threatened

to Hnd "foreign workers" to staff Empire State hospitals and nursing homes (despite the fact that vaccination rates are much

lower in most of the world outside of the US). www.infowars.com/posts/this-is-completely-avoidable-new-york-hospitals..
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Hi Gui, I think your last link on this thread may now be out of date, as NYC healthcare workers recently walked out, holding a

work strike for several days. I think I read the governor has rescinded her shot mandate...maybe. its pushing my memory...
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Good doctors and scientists are persecuted by the globalist elite, the Pharmaceutical MaHa and their government allies. The

persecution of otcial medicine to alternative medicines has always been present, promoted by the big pharmaceutical

corporations and the corrupt gear of allopathic medicine, with the Medical Councils and the Medical Board itself. Link to the

persecution of some 150 alternative medicine doctors. www.whale.to/.../persecuted_doc_h.html  Health personnel who

denounce what they are witnessing are also persecuted: the pain and suffering of treatment for COVID.19. Nurses who

witnessed the hospital's "brutal" treatment protocols kill COVID-19 patients paint a grim picture of what is happening in the

state and federal health care systems.

www.theepochtimes.com/mind-blowing-cognitive-dissonance-nurses-who-lef..

 treatment-protocols_4661799.html?welcomeuser=1 (08/2022) IDAHO PATHOLOGIST DR. RYAN COLE IS UNDER

INVESTIGATION for advancing early, effective and cheap multi-drug sequencing treatments for COVID, championing natural

immunity, denouncing the politics of mandates and lockdowns, Many doctors must hang their heads in shame.

History will record them for the devastating failures. They have lost all credibility and have questioned the capacity, depth,

ability, intention, etc. of Dr. Cole when they worked and conspired with governments to kill people with their lunatic policies and

silence and 'protect their wages'. The tide is turning and has turned and the public is in the fraud of what the governments did

with this pandemic. The lies, the deaths they caused, the deaths that the alphabetical health agencies caused.

palexander.substack.com/p/dr-ryan-cole-idaho-pathologist-is?utm_source..  (01/23/2923)
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DR YEADON & 17,000 DOCTORS CALL FOR INDICTMENT OF BIG PHARMA Here is a two minute video in which Dr Yeadon calls

for criminal charges of the perpetrators and proHteers of the covid-19 bioweapon injections. His statement comes from the

declaration of more than 17000 scientists and MDs including myself: the Global Covid Summit.

drtrozzi.org/2023/01/23/dr-yeadon-17000-doctors-call-for-indictment-of..  (01/23/2023)
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For the US population 12 years and older, 90% have been infected/injected with the C19 mRNA injection once, 77% twice, 30%

(estimated) with the previous boost, and 18 % with the new bivalent reinforcement. "Recoveries" from infection with the

SARS-COV2 virus, after 2 to 3 weeks, exceed 97%, more than the excess of the "Relative Risk Reduction" claimed in clinical

trials and well above " Absolute risk reduction of less than 1%). Please note that no research body, media outlet or regulator has

ever highlighted "recovery rate" in any report. Why not? What is the point of a treatment (C19 mRNA injection) that is not

effective for 14 days, when 97% of those infected recover within 14-21 days?

Ridiculously crazy. Treat those at risk with prophylactics (IVM protocols) and those who become infected with what works (IVM,

HCQ, and other treatment protocols). SARS-COV2 infection is respiratory. Injection of C19 mRNA is circulatory. In other words,

toxic spike proteins impact the airways, while spike proteins (plus toxic delivery mechanisms) are manufactured by the body's

(immune?) systems to travel through the bloodstream at all the vital organs. The likelihood of toxic protein spikes in the blood

and organs (apart from the lungs) of people previously infected with SARS-COV2 is low. The probability of toxic spike proteins

in all the organs of those injected is certain. peterhalligan.substack.com/p/catch-23-the-use-of-spike-infested?utm_so..

 (01/23/2023)
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A few words from the creator of 'Dilbert'. Scott Adams — The Unvaccinated are the undisputed’ winners CITIZEN FREE PRESS

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/scott-adams-the-unvaccinated-are-the-und..  Also, this: Spike Protein Detox Guide

 worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../spike-protein-detox-guide
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Okay, now they've admitted to this - so now it's time to prosecute them for the "crimes against humanity" and hold them all

accountable. This was worse than Nuremberg! Let's get going!
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DR MIKE YEADON CALLS OUT HIS FORMER COLLEAGUES FOR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANIT

rumble.com/v1tjeie-dr-mike-yeadon-calls-out-his-former-colleagues-for-..  BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

(ICC). THE CORONA VIRUS “VACCINES”. NUREMBERG CODE, CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, WAR CRIMES AND CRIMES OF

AGGRESSION” “Based on the extensive claims and enclosed documentation, we charge those responsible for numerous

violations of the Nuremberg Code, crimes against humanity, war crimes and crimes of aggression in the United Kingdom, but

not limited to individuals in these countries.” Applicants: www.globalresearch.ca/before-international-criminal-court/5765815

 (01/12/2023)
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My thoughts exactly. How do we get them to recall the shots. Why are they being allowed to continue giving these shots out and

 why is no one stopping them.
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The shots are working as planned. The questions is "How many people are going to go along with their own extermination?"
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The question should be: How to stop the vaccination of kids with those terror shots?.
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Pete and all... Yes, the Hrst question is, "How do we stop this?" Not only for the children.  The biggest question we have next is,

"How can we help those who have already been injected and neutralize the jab?" This was all foretold according to ancient

legends. There was once a time when people became "less than human" (altered DNA?). Some very dedicated healers did the

best to reverse what had been done to people, but were still unsuccessful in many cases. Those of us who remain intact need to

be thinking of safe places and ways to survive until sanity returns and the perps face justice. The world may never be the same

again. Consequences have the potential to be passed down thru generations. That is, if enough people remain fertile. An even

creepier thought is, "If mortality from unknown causes continues to increase, who will raise the orphans?"
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The FDA's risk-beneHt analysis estimated that fully vaccinating 1 million children ages 5 to 11 would prevent one death from

COVID-19. On the contrary, the “vaccine” causes serious damage and deaths. At a pandemic price of $19.50 per dose of PHzer's

vaccine, it would cost $39 million to prevent a single death from COVID-19 for a child in this age group. This raises the question:

how many more lives could be saved if this same sum of money were spent elsewhere? In the link the risks of the vaccine

versus beneHts: ---1. natural immunity. ---2. Underestimated myocarditis rates. ---3. OverclassiHcation of hospitalizations due to

COVID-19. ---4. In[ated COVID-19 hospitalization rates. ---5. Waning immunity. ---6. Adverse reactions to the vaccine FDA USED

CRITICALLY FLAWED’ RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS TO JUSTIFY’ COVID VACCINES FOR CHILDREN

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-risk-beneHt-analysis-covid-va..
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Also the truth must be spread by all nurses, doctors and medical personnel with this call: We know that many of you are afraid

of losing your jobs, careers, homes, and possibly more. We understand. Many of you lost your jobs and possibly Hnancial ruin

because you refused the injection. We salute you for this.....For nearly 3 years our families, loved ones and friends have been

dying in unprecedented numbers around the world on a scale never seen before. Crimes against humanity involve those at the

top who are not elected and have obscene amounts of money. They believe that we are animals or as Harari said "hackable

cattle"........No excuse warrants the murder of any human being.

Let's not sugarcoat this, many of you have committed; murder, mass murder, assisted and abetted mass murder, maleHcence in

public otce, crimes against humanity and many more.......So can you please get in touch with John O Looney and he will in turn

give you the details of someone who is bringing hundreds of nurses together to make a stand. IF YOU WANT TO BE HEARD YOU

HAVE TO MAKE NOISE ABOUT IT AND COLLECTIVELY THAT NOISE IS MUCH LOUDER....... PLEASE SHARE THIS FAR AND WIDE

.. davebegleypoet.substack.com/p/calling-all-nurses-drs-and-medical
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I've just written about this, there are only 3 fundamental ways in which one makes deals with the devil, i.e. selling out. Fear,

entertainment and power/honors. Most medical staff have taken these jabs, and are silent despite their internal doubts, from

what they're seeing around them, because of fear. A few did it for the esteem, research grants, funding and the like. But most

did it from fear, like any other authoritarian action in history. I've spoken with quite a few medical staff privately, I think they all

lack the bravery required to speak out to other medical staff or patients, or even to friends or family.

They lacked the bravery to resist the shots in the Hrst place, so in some ways it's trickier for them now. But the longer they're

silent, the more they destroy their credibility and become more complicit.

galtsgulch.substack.com/.../the-tempting-of-jesus-the-different  We need to make medical staff feel welcomed in coming out

publicly with their stories and concerns. I don't know if they's a way to get medical staff to be polled, but anonymously, if that'd

increase the chance they'd start talking publicly about what they're seeing in medical wards
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I think the NAC + Bromelain is worth an experiment for unfolding the spike protein. I'm not vaxxed but it has cleared something

in me (from shedders?) Too soon to recommend other than with caution. I'm sure most have these items in their supplement

stock anyway.
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That's a great link, Guillermou. I'm gonna share that around. I still can't post in paragraphs on here for some reason. I make

paragraphs when I write, but when I post they just get lumped into one large paragraph...  Don't know if anyone else has that

issue
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What a horror show. It is mass murder. Terrorism by Big Pharma. How criminal and corrupt the CDC has become to give these

bioweapons as vaccines to children. Main Stream Media (MSM) and Congress are complicit with their cover-ups. Asked the MSM and

Congress why they stay silent: If another country had caused so much suffering and deaths to Americans they would scream from the

rooftops: THIS IS WAR..!!!!!." Indeed this is war on the American people and their allies. Then why you stay silent? MSM and congress

said in the past over and over again: "Either you are with us or against us." So ask them with side they are on? ... Fake News used lies

and propaganda against us. “Enough is enough! Fake News and CDC are complicit in the biggest crimes against humanity and need to

be held accountable for the deaths and harms caused to our friends and families.”

principia-scientiHc.com/bbc-buildings-across-uk-covered-with-photos-o..
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Totally agree PETE, a biological war against the US and by extension all humanity. A planned genocide. HE NEW CONSTITUTION

- LIVING WAR CRIMES. Documentary produced by JP and Julie Collins “We now know that the US Department Of Defense along

with the World Health Organization, while partnering with other governments, bio-tech and pharmaceutical corporations are

responsible for the deaths of so many people from the shots marketed as vaccines. We also know that the DOD is behind the

omni-channel campaign that was so well organized, so consistent and maintained such continuity in the messaging, training

and execution of the covid narrative and distribution of the shots.

Our latest video essay The New Constitution: Living War Crimes, goes into detail about who's behind the genocide and how over

the years, the legal underpinnings of Congressional legislation has created an end-run around the US Constitution..”

bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/the-new-constitution-living-war-crimes?ut..  (05/01/2022)
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Thanks Gui. - * * * New Emails Reveal Dr. Fauci was Part of NIH and WHO Conspiracy to Silence Wuhan Lab Leak Theory.

beckernews.com/bombshell-fauci-emails-49124  * * * 2012 PHzer paid out $1.2B after its drug caused thousands of BREAST

CANCER cases. www.naturalnews.com/2023-01-19-pHzer-paid-billion-drug-caused-breast-..  * * * Evidence Syngenta Knew Its

Paraquat Weedkiller Could Cause Parkinson’s. - > They spray this on our food, like on grapes, cauli[ower, broccoli and other

crops, often in combination with glyphosate.

< - Internal documents show Swiss chemical giant Syngenta and Chevron USA for decades covered up research showing

long-term exposure to the weedkiller paraquat could cause Parkinson’s disease, investigative journalist Carey Gillam said during
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long-term exposure to the weedkiller paraquat could cause Parkinson’s disease, investigative journalist Carey Gillam said during

an episode of “RFK Jr. The Defender Podcast.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/carey-gillam-syngenta-paraquat-par..  * * *

This War criminal killed many more Americans than Osama Bin Laden, but is not yet prosecuted.

twitter.com/.../1615820805270536192
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, I agree. This horrendous situation is becoming worse as the days pass... I explained before, here, that I had to take the

vaccine (two shots) due to pressure from some relatives who wanted me to be able to travel (by plane) to visit them during the

lockdown period. Ironically, since then, I have been so sick that I have not even been able to visit them (fatigue is getting worse

by the day)! It seems that the side effects eventually demobilise those affected by them - I can barely do anything, even less

struggle in a street protest. In fact, I am almost housebound now, while two years ago I was quite active. And I am slowly losing

hope that I will be able to Hght back the debilitating side effects of this bioweapon.
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Hi Pete. They were probably relying on the on the idea that many more of us should have succumbed and not survived to 'make

a fuss.'
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Hi Amber and Bee. Thank God Amber that you didn't get the booster. The combination of bromelain and acetylcysteine (both

commonly known in the supplement industry) may inactivate the spike protein by altering its morphology, rendering it unable to

attack cells in the body. So I would try that, because it may HALT CLOTTING and UNFOLD spike proteins. But don't take high

dosis because unclotting may lead bloodvessel leakage, to internal bleeding, so give the body time to repair itself.

www.naturalnews.com/2023-01-17-nutritional-solutions-discovered-halt-c..   Taking Ivermectin might help also and is safe. * * *

Well Bee you could be right, another step to our enslavement.
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Thank you, Pete. I have been taking n-acetyl cysteine for a while as I was told before that it helps the mitochondria and thus

reduces fatigue. But bromelain is new to me. It is an enzyme from pineapple, as I searchand found out. I will try this

combination ASAP. Indeed, the spyke protein from the shots seems to be slowly killing me... Many thanks, again. It seems that I

need some help...
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I like to think that all of these people in the FDA and CDC have a specially warm place awaiting their souls when they also die.

The problem is most of these people buy into the idea that when you die there is no soul, just an illusion of said soul, and with

the elimination of the body, that is it. There is no judgment beyond the grave. In the Bible, it tells an entirely different story and

the Lake of Fire might be what the authors are talking about. IF so, then where ever HELL is, it must also be a very large place.

Those same people are correct in thinking they will not ever be held accountable on this Earth for what they have done. The

solution may be a court in which truth drugs are used on these people in order to get the entire truth from them.

But that goes beyond a mere contest between two lawyers, a judge, and possibly a jury. It goes entirely against the appeal

system. It goes against the aristocratic system in which people with wealth have a different system of justice than the average

person does. In a system in which real truth comes out, the entire system will show they are all equally guilty of Satanic lies. It

also compromises the entire system of the Secrets Act that hides the truth from the general public for their own good. The road

to Hell is paved with the phrase "for their own good." The wisest fool in the entire Bible said it is all about Vain.

All of these people are full of themselves and think they are smarter than any of us. I think the Bible tells a different tale. All

throughout the thousands of years, it describes a physical group of immortals called angels. We, as human beings, are like a

barrel full of monkeys to them. We are their entertainment. With that entertainment now in jeopardy of destroying the planet, it

is likely, those angels want to erase us off the planet and start over. There is a reason in the Bible that Satan still has jurisdiction

over this planet until God decides to recall that being and put his son in charge.
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SaritaSarah
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I made the mistake of sharing this article with two of my die-hard covidian friends. My husband just said to me that it’s a waste of

time. They’re controlled by the mass formation psychosis. It shocks me.
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Worth a try. They may wake up later due to that, you never know.
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Guillermou
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Yes, Sarah, a psychosis of massive formation that is the worst virus administered by propaganda under the principle of

authority as a psychosocial phenomenon that in[uences the decision-making or behavior of a certain person or group, the

speeches, or the information from a person we believe to be authoritative on the matter. However, said authority is being

directed by propaganda, while censorship of independent people with great authority in Helds fundamental to health is

promoted. They oppose an "authority" without principles or ethics. At this time, in which power based on propaganda,

censorship and deception seem to have more authority and 'in[uencers', we must pay special attention to the interests that

move politicians, businessmen, scientists, etc., in their statements We must convey how fundamental it is to contrast opinions

with those people not subject to the scrutiny of an interested authority, in order to promote the critical spirit as the

grandmothers said "when in doubt, abstain"; If you feel that the recommendation or even the order is not in accordance with

your principles, or that it may go against your well-being, or that of others, it is okay to be critical and look for an alternative.

In other words, in our case: NO to biological weapons, NO to transhumanism, the right to be people, to preserve our spirit and

our integrity.
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"It is ditcult to free fools from the chains they revere." Voltaire  People love their cages - for that is what they know. It is who

there are.
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I was wondering why the only thing on the news was Biden’s classiHed papers all over the place. It’s a distraction from this truth.
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"look over there, a squirrel!" (in the absence of a dead cat...) ;-) So predictable isn't it. Biden's popularity has always been

puzzling, as was Fauci's. Magic grandpa syndrome?
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Den6328, the U.S. gov’t is the master at this sleight of hand.
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How about this latest FDA story? "FDA Lays Out Annual Covid Shot Plan Similar to Flu" -

www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/fda-lays-out-annual-covid-shot-plan-si..  - - Distractions are everywhere, watch out who

or what to believe.
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I predict the same that was done to Idiot Andrew Cuomo WILL be done to Brandon if he don't move his derriere outta the White

House and make way for the California turd Newsance ..He will be replaced by any means necessary..
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Now that it has been publicly proven beyond ANY reasonable doubt that the CDC et all (and I do mean ALL others) have intentionally,

willingly, and repeatedly lied, I fully agree with the sentiments here that charges of Premeditated Murder AND Genocide be brought

against ALL people at ANY level or position who pushed, promoted, mandated, or participated in this most heinous crime against

humanity and against God. The time for talk is OVER! These criminals MUST be held accountable and prosecuted under Nuremberg

statutes. If not, the world is no longer a Ht place to live at all.
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Yes Voco Veritas, without a doubt they should be tried and sentenced. There is ample evidence that since the beginning of the

corona crisis in January 2020, WHO Director-General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus has routinely conHrmed scientiHc fraud

in relation to the alleged covid-19 pandemic. Numerous crimes against humanity have been committed. Our message to the

Director-General of WHO, Dr. Tedros, and to the representatives of the WHO IHRRC: “The fact that a person who committed an

act that constitutes a crime under international law, acted as a Head of State or responsible government otcial, does not

exempt him from responsibility under international law.” (Nuremberg III Principle) Nuremberg Principle III is understood to apply

to all decisions and/or recommendations anticipated by "responsible government otcials", not to mention the gathering of

"philanthropic billionaires" under the auspices of the World Economic Forum (WEF) in January 2022 in Davos, Switzerland.

“The fact that a person who committed an act that constitutes a crime under international law, acted as a Head of State or

responsible government otcial, does not exempt him from responsibility under international law.” (Nuremberg III Principle).

. The WHO International Health Regulations Review Committee (IHRRC) plans to meet in secret from Monday, January 9, 2023,

to Friday, January 13, 2023. The IHRRC will work to Hnalize what is now a 46-page document. document that includes proposals

to amend the International Health Regulations (IHR). The proposed amendments in the link. These proposals are attacks

against health and freedom www.globalresearch.ca/who-pandemic-treaty-secret-negotiations/5804357  (01/13/2023)
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Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM
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It's a Conspiracy Fact.
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Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM
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They hide behind the pretense of “well, we *meant* well.” Or “we didn’t know there’d be harms.” They have known for decades that

there is a huge fortune in drugs, procedures, and diagnostics — even eventually recalled ones — and that it can all be shielded by

pretending the ensuing death/injury is a mistake/accident. It’s not an accident. It’s their entire business model.
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Nailed it Tred77...its what they DO
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A few things. Not to say of course that this vaccine is not deadly and so harmful if it does not kill. But, it strikes me that the reason

that the other vaccines have so few deaths and injuries associated with them, is that people have not known to report them, or even

that it was a vaccine injury until way later, or not known about VAERS. Because this shot has been so singled out, people are focused

on it and have learned to report to VAERS. I know this from Hrst hand experience. My daughter developed seizures from childhood

vaccines. I was told that was not possible. I was never told about VAERS. Another daughter had adverse effects. I was told it was

croup, etc. not from the vaccines. I myself developed shingles, then lyme disease, teeth clenching, pertussis (three times) and emf

sensitivity after a DTaP.

No one ever discussed side effects or connected these issues to the shots. I did much later. Never reported to VAERS. I do think that

the COVID shot numbers are in part so high because more people know to report the incidents. Second, I wish that this article did not

talk about the millions injured, etc. etc. because the death and injury count in VAERS for the COVID shots is not in those numbers. To

share this information with others who do not understand these matters ---it will look like a huge exaggeration and will take away from

the impact of the article. It needs to be worded more carefully.
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Yes I stick to the VAERS and Yellow Card Hgures because I know that the more likely casualty Hgures will not be credible to

anyone who has not followed the issues for a while. The reported Hgures are bad enough in relation to previous vaccine

roll-outs anyway. btw the Eudra-vigilance deaths disappeared behind a pay-wall (or similar) when they reached 20K more than a

year ago and that was only the EU countries. Europe as a whole is about 1.8 times the EU population. I think the UK stats otce

showed so 33K UK deaths by accident then mysteriously reduced to 3! as I heard on on TV news.
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You just gotta love this guy for pressing authorities, Has anyone been following Steve Kirsch? Here's his latest run-in about airline

pilots and the FAA's Flight surgeon regarding vaxxed pilots and safety onboard: EXCLUSIVE: I just put the FAA in a "no win" situation. If

there is not a PROPER investigation, heads should roll. - - stevekirsch.substack.com/.../exclusive-i-just-put-the-faa-in-a  ~(hint: the

FAA simply lowered to bar for pilot heart health)  After Steve did not get a good response so he emailed her - - "My email to FAA

Surgeon Susan Northrup: explain this or I will call for your resignation" -

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/my-email-to-faa-surgeon-susan-northrup  - - - you decide what to make of this!  Safety in the skies is now

way higher than normal risk from vaxxed pilots; and yes, we all heard about the call out for unvaxxed pilots to [y the elitists in and out

of Davos last week. Think twice before you chose air travel. Doubt we've seen the end of this.
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More fuel to the Hre, Rose, Who makes the decisions. To whom ignorance is attributed, or rather deceit and corruption. The

Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) said: "All authorization decisions for Covid vaccines and

therapies were made by the Minister for Licensing and were not delegated." What makes this so interesting is the broader

context. Under the Human Medicines Regulations, the Licensing Authority is the Secretary of State for Health. He or she

delegates to the MHRA all the work associated with that: drug authorization, pharmacovigilance, inspection of manufacturers,

compliance, etc.

In 2020, the MHRA would have known full well that clinical trials had been rushed (10 months compared to the typical time to

market of 5-10 years), not comprehensive (eg limited pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics) and would not be completed until

2024. There were many warnings from experts around the world. The MHRA line about 'continuing review' was and still is

nonsense. Then the MHRA saw adverse event reports beginning to reveal serious safety concerns in the UK and around the

world. First, myocarditis and blood clots, in March 2021, a few weeks after the approval of the AstraZeneca vaccine (already

effectively withdrawn) and then other heart problems, neurological problems and immunosuppression with PHzer and Moderna.

The MHRA knew in 2020 that the risk of covid for younger age groups was very low and would have seen vaccine effectiveness

assessments fall month by month after implementation. He fought hard against evidence in the UKHSA weekly surveillance

reports that the vaccine's effectiveness was even negative for the youngest age groups.

dailysceptic.org/2023/01/19/blame-game-begins-as-mhra-passes-the-buck-..  government-minister/ (01/19/2023)
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Thanks Gui and jamNjim, so it wasn't the Davos set but instead wealthy businessmen who have reached out, looking for

unvaxxed [ight crews. Someone edited that statement for their own agenda...
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No one here is surprised. How is it that the rest of the world is so easily duped? I don't have a medical degree and I saw from day one

the jabs were harming millions. All you had to do was read obituaries the weeks after the jabs were rolled out. The elderly and the

nursing home patients were the Hrst to get jabbed in Dec 2020. Jan/Feb of 2021 were the 2 deadliest months of the pandemic and the

only thing that had changed was the jabs being rolled out. It's a very simple cause and effect analysis that anyone with half a brain

should have seen. The directors of the CDC, DHS, NIH, FDA, and NIAID should be charged with murder and serve life in prison.
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You forgot that icecream Brandon ran for otce saying there would be no shot mandates. And summarily once he was in otce

(by some strange happenstance), turned around and called for mandates across govt workers and across larger than 100

companies and corporations.
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And we haven't even gotten to the Midazolam scandal yet. Medical staff in the UK were recommended to use a level of dosing

that resulted in many,many unnecessary deaths amongst the elderly in nursing homes.
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Ice cream Brandon lol ...9 outta 10 times the Laddy don't even know where he is... Shaking hands with invisible entities...Wasted

soul but let's hope he pulls through the next 2 years...And if you think it's bad now wait and see ifJezebel get's to sit on the

throne...The laughing bubble head, Randy's gal so i best behave:)
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And yet the US gov't is still recommending the shots... and wondering why people are not working, many are disabled, the rest

disenchanted, not volunteering, not donating blood, dropping out of churches that required a shot or neg test to attend. Yep, that would

have been our Friends Meeting in Pa. End of our connection with them.  We had been members for decades, my son all of his life. The

unintended consequences are changing society as we know it.
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With the children we won't know for years whether this has affected their fertility.
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Yes there must be investigations of the mRNA injection program and the harm and the death they have caused. But there must also be

investigations into the original sins of the pandemic fraud itself which is what happened in the nursing homes and hospitals in Spring

2020 and the multiple mandates that forced these protocols on the public and killed thousands. This was also the springboard for the

entire "Covid" operation which has destroyed millions of lives. Those responsible for these crimes must be held accountable but for

whatever reasons this is not front and center in the "Covid skeptic" movement.

Why has this been pushed so far back in most of the discussions amongst the "Covid" dissidents? These investigations would reveal

what ACTUALLY happened and illustrate conclusively that there was no pandemic. The only people who still hold onto the falsehood

that there ever was a public health emergency are the ones who HAVE NOT investigated in detail and thusly do not know what

happened in those nursing homes and hospitals and what preceded this that led to those mandates. Unfortunately that includes many

in the "Covid sceptic" movement who continue to perpetuate the Big Lie that this was just some "mismanaged pandemic."
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Why not investigations into the actual agenda of implementing the plandemic pre 2020. This was orchestrated and simply a

HUGE table setting for the greater 2030 agenda
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Max - these clot/kill shots are still being pushed all over the world! Only several Scandinavian countries have limited their use

for those under 50 or under 30...and excess death rates are still spiking as of late 2022 data. How much longer this can

continue to occur without many more in authority noticing, outside Japanese Health Services, is anyone's guess.
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Fighting medical.tyranny in Vancouver. Starts at 4 min mark. Petition launch to remove Premier of BC bitchute.xyz/NIXKgrn3Y3aj
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Chiamiller, thanks for this link. Nice to see Canadians, at least in British Columbia, are pushing the "recall" button to remove

another tyrant. Great speech informing the public about the downsides of the vax, WEF, and related entities.
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The "genius" of the vaccine is that its damage manifests as many diverse conditions that already kill and injure people so it is hard to

grasp the exact number of damage cases.
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Exactly what Pharma knew and planned for would happened creating a pipeline of ongoing new sickly to treat. Its what they

learned along ago. A sick society is a wayyyy better business model. Create a problem and normalize it and then have

medication already ready to use and new ones to use on people who are clueless as to why they have all these health issues in

their lives. It's really diabolical and downright sinister. Look at the child vaccination schedule alone now. On average a child will

be injected 75 times by age 7.How does a developing human life form stand a chance of robust health against synthetic and

non natural Pharma doing as they please with humanity with literally zero accountability other than some measly Hnes they pay

and have a taxpayer funded slush fund to do so?
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All going according to plan. Build back better, big Mama style. But whoa what's coming in judgment down the road & right around the

corner from the one who sees all, is never deceived, & judges in righteousness & fury against those doing evil against his little ones &

thinking themselves 'some great one', even 'gods'.
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I think the whole world is waiting patiently to see what if anything would be built back better..So far everything is going the other

way..Is it by design??
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I wouldn't hold my breath, Seg.....not until he who letteth is removed & things get a whole lot worse than now or ever before, with

a merciful swift judgment in the end else no [esh would survive it.
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So its out in the open - been admitted these shots do harm - but it isn't stopping the continuation of these shots!
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Hmmm.  Why is Gates having a meeting with our PM here in Aus.  It's a worry.
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Of course it is. But some readers of the Sydney Morning Herald think otherwise. Camilleg wrote, “Bill Gates doesn't have to do

this. He cops so much hate for what is a volunteer job. He could just sit back, enjoy his money and hang out with pretty girls.

Instead he's trying to cure diseases and help the world.”
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Because Australia is becoming a fascist state run country and the Kiddy Knobbler loves his viruses so much, he wants to dish

more out to the country's that are more like China, where compliance is at an all time high, as the sheep are brainwashed with

fear and psychosis. The scumbag of the universe is there to [og more unlicensed, experimental clot-shots for the braindead to

take, year after year after year.
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I don't think any amount of money would enable mush face to hang out with pretty girls. Pretty stupid girls, yes.
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Birds of a feather [ock together,buzzards.
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Most likely to discuss the Epstein replacement..
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right on BrianAllen. No matter how many billions G+tes has, now amount of money can overcome his ugly mug, and add to that

his ugly soul.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2023 1:35:41 PM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How is Gates not behind bars?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2023 7:56:34 PM
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Preacher999
Joined On 1/15/2023 8:32:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THEY SAID IT WAS THE GREAT RESET, BUT IN FACT IT IS THE GREAT CULL. The damage they are talking about NOW, will be far worse

in the FUTURE. This is going to become as bad as fall-out from radiation and people will have forgotten what you and others warned

about and the GP's of the world won't be interested in you telling them WHY you are sick, a year, Hve years from now! They reigned on

their Hippocratic Oath and took the 30 shekels! Why shekels? The world’s largest pharmaceutical companies are all Jewish-owned,

with a combined market cap of around $4 trillion.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2023 2:25:29 PM
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kujosrose1
Joined On 2/28/2007 6:23:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just as the deaths FOR Covid were manipulated by medical "professionals" (ie doctored death certiHcates), many deaths aren't being

reported as vaccine-related. Turbo cancers are most likely being written off as cancer deaths, not attributed to the jab.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/23/2023 11:45:13 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The following message landed in my email box today. Granted, it's a solicitation to donate to FreedonWatchUSA.org but if this is true

then just as with the 70-year sequester for the vaccines data, this bull$hit needs to be reversed: The lawless January 6 Congressional

Committee is trying to conceal its crimes against the Constitution and the American people. Yahoo News reports: “House Speaker

Nancy Pelosi (D-San Francisco) already named the House Committee on House Administration the custodian of the records.

Under current House rules, the committee is obligated to hand over the otcial records to the House clerk, who transmits them to the

National Archives. The rules also prevent the National Archives from releasing committee records for at least 30 years. Sensitive

records, such as those from a major investigation, can be held up to 50 years before being made public.” Yes, you read that right the J6

Kangaroo Court is trying to cover up crucial information that affects you and me, our families, and our fellow Americans, for 30 to 50

YEARS!

They want to bury: videos from police body cameras, videos from on-site security cameras, videos from countless smart phones

emails and texts from federal agencies and law enforcement and so much more. Why? Because they know that the patriots who

protested that day outside the U.S. Capitol building were peaceful. They know that the U.S. Capitol Police were warned that Black Lives

Matter terrorists would disguise themselves as Trump supporters and cause trouble.

They know that undercover police and federal agents were in the crowd and may have even provoked attacks on police and the Capitol

building. They know their narrative that patriots took part in a bloody insurrection to overthrow the government is a lie. So, they’re

trying to bury that evidence until everyone they’ve falsely accused, ruined, browbeatand everyone who pushed the lying Biden

narrativehas died from old age . . .There was more rhetoric but that was the meat
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Epi-cure, don't know if you can access it, Epoch Times assembled a 2 hr plus movie from footage their reporters shot, and

merged with several cell phone videos, of what occurred during J6. Actual video counters much of what corporate mainstream

was reporting and subsequently used as trial evidence. Talk about corporate media giving us yet another GIANT diversion and

an excellent reason to throw up. My guess is many people bailed from watching mainstream reporting after they saw through

their dastardly, often in[ammatory reporting.

ON one side of the building, many "protestors" - Americans were sucked into the building, by Congressional guards welcoming

them in!! Somehow that tidbit was never reported. Many more odd things occurred. Am not saying Epoch Times got it right

100% of the time, but it was a far different set of reporting than we were being told. Sound familiar? The Ozone layer has been

"Hxed"", the 15-year drought in California is now over? Bees now need a mRNA vaxxn? What planet do we live on?
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Preacher999
Joined On 1/15/2023 8:32:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WHY DID TRUMP HAVE THAT MARCH? He knew what the NSA, CIA, FBI etc were capable of and yet he did it! Either he is the

most stupid person in America OR he is part of the problem! "The technique of infamy is to start two lies at once and get people

arguing heatedly over which is the truth". Ezra Pound
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Rose    I've been subscribing to The Epoch Times for a couple of years and try to keep up with the news [ak including having

viewed most of that movie. The whole aftermath is partisan smoke and mirrors. My point, said another way, is what is the

pretext that "allows" Pelosi to hide the data from the citizens right to know for 30-50 years? I don't care who was in on it. That's

what discovery is for. Ya think the uniparty will reverse legislation or get a court injunction so that this information will see the

light of day? The answer is NO and if millions of We The People demand transparency, only then the answer becomes maybe.    

    Preacher999, same answer
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epi-cure, some where in my travels I thought I heard talk of getting the 14,000 hrs of security and other cam video into the

public arena. As Sharyl Attkisson talked about some months ago we have slanted journalism. The same goes for J6 stories, all

slanted. And then we have a jury pool selection of biased democrats in DC. The J6 event was well planned by Pelosi and friends

to stop the counting of the Electoral College votes until congress had some fear injected. I think there were 6 states that sent

two different EC reps and the election count was not going to give FJB 270 votes. www.youtube.com/watch
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember it was Trump who twice requested more than enough national guard Jan 6th only to be turned down by Pelosi. Why

would he do that if he truly wished other motives?
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When encountering resistance about government propaganda, I ask: "Do government otcials ever lie?" The answer is an almost

universal , "Yes". Then I ask : "How do you know when they tell the truth?" That can lead to a more open discussion. Here is an article

by Dr. Thomas Levy. Like the current one very dense and ditcult to plow through, but at the end are treatment protocols for jab injuries

and/or infection by Covid and shedding injuries. expose-news.com/2023/01/20/50m-americans-heart-damage-from-covid-injec..

 Some require IV treatment. Personally I use a nebulizer with saline,H2O2 & iodine 1-3 times per week and take a dose of chlorine

dioxide daily Hrst thing in the morning before coffee.

You can make your own per Kalcker. His books are available here. https://cleanhandsnj.com/  One of the interesting things in the book

is a study from Uganda about curing malaria 100% within two days using ClO2. Don't tell Gates. . Unlike Covid or any other viral

disease, malaria can be tested by microscope. The critters are visible. Sometime during the day I take 2-4 drops methylene blue. If you

cannot Hnd it, try aquarium stores. It is used to treat Hsh so is probably purer than at a pharmacy. Instead of hydroxychloroquin or

chloroquin which may require a prescription, I use a tea of cinchona bark, the original source of quinine from Ecuador where quercitin

is rare.

It acts better than any substitute. It is bitter. Add a tablespoon or two to any other beverage. I also add zinc and/or unreHned sea salt

or just sea water to get all the essential minerals. The best beverage for that is coconut water, which also has all the essential

minerals, because they don't fruit far from the ocean.Unless you live in the tropics, it will be pasteurized, which lessens its

effectiveness. Ivermectin is available from vet stores. A prophylactic human dose is 6mg two days in a row.
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Ivermectin is demonized by being called a horse dewormer, which is true. Also true is that its developers won the Nobel Prize in

medicine. Somehow that is never mentioned even on Democracy Now or PaciHca or NPR. What other veterinary antiparasitic

has won the Nobel? I have not taken the jab. Fake certiHcates have worked so far. Let us hope they wont be testing for

veriHcation by microscope which is now possible & easier than any of the tests. That unlike all other vaccines, the Covid jab can

be seen by a aimple algorhythym through a microscope, should tell everybody something is amiss. A substitute for hyperbaric

treatment is scuba diving to 30 ft. for 10m for 15-30 min.

That depth doubles the atmospheric pressure & forces oxygen into the cells. It is cheaper & fun. Additionally, hot baths with

Epsom salts, powdered vitamin C, zinc, & ureHned sea salt will raise body temprature and get the nutrients into the body through

the skin, bypassing our Roundup ravaged guts. I drain the tub onto deep rooted fruit & nut trees, so the nutrients also give me

fruit and nuts. Spread the tub water around unless your trees are deeply mulched or there is regular rain. When I lived in CA I

used that method to reduce the water usage in a household of 7 from 1,200 gals per day in the Summer to 250 gals per day.

In the Golden State, water is more precious than gold. I added laundry water to the bath water. The soil bacteria & fungi detoxify

even Tide & reduce it to nutrients for the trees. Those baths are an effective way to stay healthy & fertilize and water your

garden as a bonus. Besides supplementing with D3, I sunbathe with lanolin lightly spread on my dry viking skin. Vitamin D3 is

produced by exposing lanolin from wool production to UVB. A blogger from NZ says the wool from one lamb can make a million

doses of D3. For K2, I make yoghurt from raw milk. One morning in Feb, 2020, I awoke with a sore throat & could not smell the

coffee. H2O2, zinc, tincture of propolis. Gone!!
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Very interesting post Axkershaw, Been in Cuanca all winter, couple of years ago !!!! Love that place
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axkershaw, thank you for such an interesting post. I am surprised you are using chlorine dioxide every day. I have been using

MMS (2 part solution) for years, as needed (when sick only). I feel like it's killing all bacteria, good and bad, making my

immunity weaker and weaker, so I catch viruses more and more often and take MMS more and more often. I do try to take

various probiotics and prebiotics. I also learned about MMS bath and do it about once in 7-10 days - it's 1.25ml of each part 1

and 2 mixed for 30 sec and added to bath without anything else in the water. Apparently it works through skin and hopefully

doesn't kill off as much good bacteria in the gut as taking it internally...

What are your thoughts on this? Also, how much vit C powder do you add to your bath? I also found that hydrogen peroxide bath

is very very beneHcial. I add 3 bottles (1 liter each) of 3% hydrogen peroxide (nothing else in water for this bath). I also take

methylene blue drops (2 drops in the morning and 2-3 drops in my water bottle for the day, with 1 tbsp of Chlorophyll in 40oz of

water). I found MB to be very beneHcial for energy and brain clarity/memory. I have been doing ozone as well. I got some IV

ozone with UV light, and also doing home ozone insu�ations (ear, sinus, vaginal and rectal)...
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Perhaps it is time for death certiHcates to include whether a deceased died with, or without, mRNA jabs, seriously.
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We're being handed the biggest F-U in human history, certainly American history. Not only are these numbers being ignored or

silenced, the CDC is still pushing the jab and millions believe that it was helpful in "preventing illnesses/hospitalizations" without the

slightest empirical evidence. The majority of Congress doesn't want to hear about this; they're among the people who supported

lockdowns and masking and the never-ending vaccinations. It's why Ron DeSantis is such an outlier and, to a lesser degree, so is Brian

Kemp in GA. The data are crystal clear as to results based on closing everything vs. managing risk appropriately, but you may as well

be trying to convince policymakers that the moon is square.

Nothing is going to happen to any of these people, no matter how much folks wish to the contrary. The Swamp protects its own. That

should be beyond obvious based on how otcial Washington, the elected class, and its media wing have behaved throughout this

affair. Very, very few people have had the humility to actually "follow the science" and admit that their minds have been changed. A

cardiologist who did so in the UK went from being a pro-vax spokesman to being treated like an outlier when his view changed. Any of

you watching YouTube could have seen the visceral disgust on the face of Dr. John Campbell, a retired nurse and teacher, who realized

that the jabs were far less than "the experts" claimed.

The sense of betrayal was palpable but he is among a very few. A couple of weeks ago, we had an event that should have prompted a

national discussion but to date, no cause has been determined for the NFL player's collapse and I would wager that no one is looking

for it, either. Because it might point to uncomfortable conclusions. We all saw that something happened. But instead of an inquiry, we

got people rushing to say the jabs were not a factor. They have no idea what caused the collapse, but are insistent about what didn't.
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I'd say it's even worse than the data shows. Medical professionals were under extreme pressure NOT to report adverse events. The

percentage of adverse COVID-shot events would be much less than the low historical averages
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Off topic here but more madness here in uk that I hope will give this attention

www.oxfordmail.co.uk/news/23073992.tratc-Hlters-will-divide-city-15..  you need to apply for permits to drive out of your 15 minute

zone to cross the city.
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The universities are still mandating the shots because they desire that sweet research money from big pharma in the future. They

could care less about the students health. There is always another batch of student bodies to pay fees next year.
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David Kessler, head honcho of the FDA is an evil, corrupt person who will NEVER be truthful about anything, nor allow legitimate

doctors/ scientists to cure patients of cancer, and other diseases. Dr. Stanislaw Burzynsky has been curing patients from deadly

cancers, only to be put through living HELL by QUACK David Kessler, and his minions. Kessler is strictly money, and power oriented,

and doctors like Stanislaw Burzynski are an direct threat to Kesslers most evil agenda$$$. Millions of people are DEAD because the

cure for cancer has been known for well over forty years, and has been suppressed in every way, shape, and form. Numerous doctors,

and legitimate scientists have been murdered by the evil POWERS that be, in order to snuff out cures, and these POWERS have full

control of even the Supreme Court.

These GLOBALISTS control EVERYTHING, and want to keep on mass murdering people by keeping deadly food ingredients, and drink

ingredients on the shelves of grocery stores, while eliminating all that is good, pure, wholesome, and healthy. There are cures for

everything, or most everything, especially since most of these diseases have been purposely created. Vaccines, and Covid jabs are

pure poisons, created for maximum proHts, and total suffering. We are ALL slaves.
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GOGGLE: THE RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD Larry Romanoff  November 21, 2022 Now you can put names to these

GLOBALISTS !
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I have posted this, before, however, I believe it needs to be repeated. It is absolutely true that there are serious problems with the

COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, despite any CEO refusing to answer valid questions. However, Novavax's COVID-19 vaccine has an

outstanding safety record as well as being highly effective. It will be the preferred vaccine going forward, not only for being so safe,

but also because the price will be so much lower than PHzer's or Moderna's COVID-19 vaccines.
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The Center for Disease Control is not a "public health Institution". It is and has been since its inception, a Rockefeller Foundation

contrived, deep state owned and operated sycophant.
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I personally know 6 that have died from heart attacks (two really good friends) and were not put into the database, one stroke and one

tachycardia and one tremor and one full body rash and multiple missed days of work, and several that passed out a few days later and

were injured that way... and only the stroke was put in the vares system....
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This is so very sad, Brian. We know, it was known, early on, that hospital data re[ected anyone's death, regardless of the real

cause, would be listed as death by COVID-19, if that person tested positive for COVID-19, which was so the hospitals could

make more money for higher COVID-19 victim numbers.
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memyselfampi
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Whatever the CDC admits to, you can quadruple+ it to get a more accurate picture.
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No different than Statins, SSRIs, and PPIs. All harm, no help. Yet thousands of MDs and millions of patients still believe in disproven

drug company marketing claims.
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM
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I know several reason why the news media promotes the vaccines as 100% safe and effective. The main stream News Media are

mostly controlled by and are part of the Democrat Party, or at minimum, atliated with the party. Vaccine companies are part of Big

Pharma. A lot of the windfall proHts by any in the Big Pharma goes to re-election campaigns in the Democrat Party. So Big Pharma, the

Democrat Party, and the news media are all one big happy family as they help, promote, and support one another. Anything that may

reduce uptake of the vaccines looses taxpayer funding of re-election of the Democrats.

I believe medical Insurance companies are also all tied into this getting money from taxpayers to Big Pharma and re-election

campaign Hnancing. And now the American people are being forced into slavery by this system as everyone needs or is required to

have medical insurance and needs the help of Big Pharma at least at times in their lives, and being without medical insurance is

considered very risky. Used to be that church and family would provide your medical needs when you could not afford it.

But that is rarely ever true anymore. Help from Big Pharma is nowadays exceedingly expensive and we are now all forced into getting

high cost medical insurance to keep our medical costs low as my doctor now charges $900 if you don't have medical insurance for a

quick 10-minute annual physical including annual blood draw. Medical insurance only covers what Big Pharma and the Rockefellors

want covered, which does not include diet, exercise, and dental.
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Worse yet the governments of Canada, UK, and Australia are collectively funding hundreds of millions of dollars to build MRNA jab

factories. No money for studies on adverse reactions, S.A.D., increase cancers etc. Just tripling down on this inhumane technology. At

the same time the WEF, WHO, and I am sure the CDC and FDA, are all full speed ahead on a Digital Passport. Many pharma controlled

countries are also in support of the Digital Passport. All of these parties are in a rush to get current jabs ported over to MRNA

technology. Once the Digital Passport is launched, spearheaded by the WEF controlled UK and European governments, it will be

adopted by the US, Canada, and Australia followed by many other countries.

That will mean you will have to show you have had ALL the updated MRNA shots before you can go to school, travel, shop, move freely

about etc. If you think I am crazy the US government has given the green light to create a MRNA [u jab. Following that we will see

MRNA measles jab, HEPB jab etc. Given what we now know about the death and destruction from the C-jab this can only mean one

thing, depopulation. What a f'cked up world we live in.
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Now that it's too late to undo anything except live with this mess, the question remains - "Did they cook the books?" I believe that we

know the answer. The job remains to institutionalize, for life, these diabolical madmen. These criminals need to be locked in an 8x12

concrete box for life. Now, not only is the food chain toxic, but so is humanity. I feel for our grandkids. I have a copy of, "the Greatest

Century." Needless to say, it's past and the future looks ominously dark.
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It will be interesting what the future holds for our kids - I do want to give at least some glimmer of hope in that my teen isn't

hoodwinked, and neither are her friends. They don't buy into the CRT and transgender narrative being pushed in school (rather

think it's absolutely criminal and appalling that kids are being targeted for re-assignment of their biological gender, etc), the

poison jabs and vaccine program in general as they see friends/classmates constantly sick after getting routine [u shots, the

govt laundering of taxpayer $$, you name it. I just hope that what we're all doing now to discuss and share the truth lessens the

Hght they have ahead.
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Oz never gave nothing to the Tin man that he didn't already have..The longer you live the more you see and hopefully the more you

learn.. I would have never guessed in a Million years the CDC would have been "forced" to release Vaccine safety data or anything they

didn't want the Data hungry public to know - who woulda thunk? But I been known to be wrong before and today i must confess my

short comings.. That said if anyone is interested, i got several newly built bridges and Sea front properties to sell, they are going cheap

cheap..
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Just fascinating that thru all of this and what is known over the 3 years post Fauci funded gain of function wuh-[u lab release in

CHINA, not a single person is remotely concerned about being held accountable. Just a few mins ago I heard another DHHS (taxpayer

funded) radio ad fully pushing these injections as safe and effective and that everyone should get these new and improved injections

to give the best chance at remaining healthy and protecting those you love. Just fascinating it's all allowed to continue unabated. What

a perfectly executed crime against humanity that is allowed to remain in motion with absolute zero accountability for those who have

orchestrated it all and are complicit still.
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Suspect HHS already has several lawsuits calling out the illegality of advertising these experimental drugs. The question is will

the Federal Judge(s) be willing to even hear these cases or simply dismiss, as many have been doing over the past 2-1/2 years.
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you can’t share because your link doesn’t last long enough
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Randyfast
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Okay...so there's nothing new here. Our governments, agencies, corporations, media, all LIE; and they will continue to lie! They are of

the devil and the devil is the "Father of lies". The "system" has been broken for decades. We need to tear down this system and build

one that actually works - for the beneHt and betterment of humanity! I have no idea as to how this could be accomplished - especially

with so much Money, Power and Control working against us.
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Randy you saw the outpouring of love , support and prayers for Demar Hamlin.. Everyone came together to pray for Demar..I

wonder how many of them are marching and demonstrating to kill the babies in the womb..Seems to me it is crystal clear which

Master they are serving...By the way anyone SEEN a clear picture of Demar recently?
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Hi, Seg. I wouldn't exactly call it an "outpouring of love...". I prefer to call it what it is: Idol worship! Since TURDeau likes to prance

around in the "pride" parade, I was going to say something about him supporting women's "rights" to commit murder. I think that

this article explains this evil hypocrite nicely. --- thefederalist.com/2022/06/30/trudeau-thinks-bodily-autonomy-allows-wom..
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But "he's" got nice hair Randy..That must count for something eh :)
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Seg; only to the trained seals that he has clapping for him, when he's speaking before an oblivious audience.
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What else is big pharma and the medial tyrants hiding from the public? Big pharma has to constantly keep the truth in the shadows in

order to push safe and effective for most of its failed drugs. That is why they own and control the FDA, CDC and AMA...some of our

once most trusted agencies. Now, along with dozens of others, reduced to nothing more than alphabet agencies unworthy of a

smidgen of trust.
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Interesting that all the side effects from this needles particular poison is the same for all the childhood ones. We never seem to be

able to get this fact out there as most don't really care about this destruction of children or are trained to think it is "normal" to have 1

in 36 kids being autistic and chronic illness as high as 54% in 2022. Now that adults lives are being destroyed for a virus never isolated

perhaps we can stop this mad distraction of humanity.
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This Globalist planed Genocide Operation has been on the internet since 2009 or 2010. I watch a video laying out this basic plan, a

Global Pandemic; coming from China and used to start WW 3. By the time this operation had started this video had almost faded from

my mind; thank god after about 1/2 a month into the fake outbreak in China and Taiwan and researching the method used in Taiwan to

immediately (4 -5 days) bring the outbreak under control the old Video came back to my mind. THIS IS THE PLANNED Global Level

OPERATION ! Part of the reason I was able to deduce the FDA & CDC were and have been A captured operation for Decades.

I had found this out with the initial Flue Shot came out on the market and it was heavily promote by BIG PHARMA & MSM. The stats

put out by the CDC, when broken down by modality, didn't reconcile with data promoted. Soon within a couple of years the CDC

supported the Promoted Advertised Data.. As you know this was multiple of decades ago. THIS is a Globalist, Deep State,etc plan of

World Wide Genocide supported in the US by TRAITORS at every level of Society Starting within Our Compromised Government at

every level. There Is Concise data within our Legal (Biden is not legal) Government which is under COG protocols ( Continuity of

government ) That will and is able to prove conclusively who are ALL THE TRAITORS.

SR Agency heads, Politicians, Judges, Lawyers, Doctors, At all levels of society. Once a few more of the Public understand what these

psychopathic Satanic Globalist have succeeded ,hell is going to break out throughout this Nation. Bring all these all to trial using

Military Tribunals where a level of accountability is able to be maintained. Weed out the leaders and publicly EXECUTE with the

balance receiving prison terms or loss of civil privileges. Otherwise the public will. I
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"Once a few more of the Public understand what these psychopathic Satanic Globalist have succeeded ,hell is going to break

out throughout this Nation. Bring all these all to trial using Military Tribunals where a level of accountability is able to be

maintained. Weed out the leaders and publicly EXECUTE with the balance receiving prison terms or loss of civil privileges.

Otherwise the public will. " Fairy tale. America is terminal. It won't happen. The chest beating continues.
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Thank you for your post. 2009 was the same year that I saw the overly aggressive push to vaccinate people and the same time I
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Thank you for your post. 2009 was the same year that I saw the overly aggressive push to vaccinate people and the same time I

decided to STOP taking the [u shot...smartest decision I've ever made! It was also the year that "they" tried to do exactly what

we've been seeing for the past three years. They failed, back then. Obviously, this current covid psyops has been a total

success!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie will tell you that if we are alive a year from now, still ZERO accountability, ZERO consequences and ZERO punishment.
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That football player who went into Cardiac Arrest should wake everyone up to what’s going on. That well known television person who

had blood clots recently and brushed it off as “a side effect of the Coronavirus” but didn’t blame the vaccine, should also be a wake up

call! We are being poorly informed by Government and Mainstream. Their so called “medical editors” are worthless. Some of them

even got the shots. The lies and cover ups by those in Government and Media who should be properly investigating and reporting on

this matter just never stops. They love those BigPharma Ad Dollars to much!
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't even speculate what is going thru the minds of the jabbed who have realized what could happen to them.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM
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bowgirl, I frequently say the same. My husband says their thoughts lie somewhere between, “what’s for dinner” and “who are Da

Bears playing this Sunday?”
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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770 danger signals? That's less than 1,000 ways the shot can harm people. They'll just keep getting jabbed "to be on the safe side ".
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Or many to just put an end to it. I see many changing their behavior, almost manic trying to get out and do and buy things, travel

while they can... My biggest fear is someone having a stroke or arrest while driving and hitting me! Our road trip have become

more dangerous.
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Brian; don't forget...and to "protect" others!
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Don't say this criminally toxic trash has hundreds of "safety signals". I know the med profession's just using its established

CoverMyAssEse lingo. Because "safety signals" sounds like something the meds are doing something about versus ought to be

WARNING us about, as in, yes: BAD. NOT GOOD. But the fact shown by Mercola here is, the criminally toxic trash has spurted hundreds

of DANGER SIGNALS and DANGER SIGNS.
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Nobody on the antivax side talks about the dangers of getting the virus itself, which are far far worse. All the side effects of the

vaccine are present in MUCH greater proportion due to the actual LIVE virus in one’s body. The *live virus* produces billions more

spike protein than many vaccines put together, and does so continuously and in many cases the virus just sticks around in the body.

Like many viruses, It doesn’t leave. That is far more dangerous. Antivax folks pretend that the spike protein is only in the vaccine (I

don’t like the vax either, but i acknowledge it isn’t as dangerous as the virus). The spike protein causing all this In[ammation is present

in far greater capacity in one’s body from the live virus, that continuously replicates.
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Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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Covid is a bio weapon, so your point is? The dangers of the vaccine are not just physical. They are moral and spiritual. When the

sovereignty of your body is forcefully breached, there are harms that are incalculable.
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Funny huh, I said the same thing over and over for 20 years and got laughed at. The genocide has been on going with manufactured

disease pursuant EMF and [ouride and other toxicitities. Now they are moving on the plan for real.
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Correct.
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Herc you're not alone..Many of us has been beating the same drum to no end...And we still continue... Keep on beating that

there drum, it's beginning to sound a wee bit better.
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Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM
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Totally garbage interview, with the interviewer constantly interrupting Aaron Siri and not letting him Hnish what he had to say on

multiple occasions and then the idot interviewer wound up by saying "come back when you have more information", in other words the

information he wasn't allowed to deliver through constant interruptions. Rubbish video which just shows how garbage the interviewer

was.
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This info was presented a few months ago on Del Bigtree's Highwire. Siri is the main lawyer for him.
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Aaron should have asked "siri" to mute the interviewer.
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Yup, the Fox interviewer was concerned about giving Aaron airtime with so many vaxx injury topics...Here's a link to the original

Highwire show where this data was Hrst discussed at the end of September/early October 2022 - "EXCLUSIVE: AARON SIRI

BREAKS DOWN CDC'S V-SAFE DATA" - - www.bitchute.com/.../wMUP8KmPZ39r
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All this for a severe cold. But how many articles are we going to read about this? There's been enough criminality going on to create all

the outrage necessary to have pushed this human scum back into the sewer where they came from. It's too late. CDC, FDA, et al are

not even trying to hide what they are doing. Keep reading the articles if it makes you feel like you're part of the 'resistance', but know

they are laughing at us.
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Jeremiah so true. You could get everyone in the country to read this article and nary an eyebrow would be lifted. Even if

everyone "woke up", the agenda would continue. People have no one to blame but themselves. As a parent, I was very leery of 2

vaccinations for my children. 70 by the age of 7 is utter lunacy. How could any parent allow such a thing???
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Epoch times is owned by a Chinese Company. Did you know that? You sure do drop that name a lot. Thank you for the information

though
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If THEY are telling the TRUTH, I do NOT care who the Epoch Times is owned by. Mainstream media stinks to the high Heavens,

as THEY are owned, and controlled by CORRUPT GLOBALIST ENTITIES. I believe NOTHING I hear from mainstream media, nor

read online, unless I KNOW it to be TRUE, both from personal experience, and from honest sources, who have everything to lose

by exposing the LIES, even their very existence.
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